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Reporters Without Borders Earlier this month, the nonprofit Reporters Without Borders created an uncensored library in the video game Minecraft. The idea was to use an extravagant library that lives on an open server in the World of Minecraft to host books filled with information that has been censored
in countries around the world. It took more than 250 hours to design and create a library of 24 builders from 16 different countries. To protect the work of journalists such as the late Jamal Khashoggi in places where authoritarian governments regularly censor independent media, reporters Without Borders
has unveiled a stunning new library housed almost in the world of the popular video game Minecraft. The library guarantees citizens of countries such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Russia access to information that would otherwise be blocked. Minecraft players around the world can now access hoards of
digital books in the library without censorship. Each book contains articles that have been censored in their country of origin. Users can read stories, but they can't change them. Reporters Without Borders will add more books to the library as governments continue to censor reports. Many countries
around the world do not have free access to information, Christian Mira, managing director of Reporters Without Borders in Germany, said in a prepared statement. Websites are blocked, independent newspapers are banned, and the press is controlled by the state. Young people are growing up unable to
form their own opinions. Using Minecraft, the world's most popular computer game, as an environment, we give them access to independent information. Reporters Without Borders collaborated with DDB Germany, uk-based design studio BlockWorks, and Dutch production firm MediaMonks to create a
massive library. It took three months, more than 12.5 million blocks, and 24 builders from 16 countries to see it through. In Minecraft, you can access the library through the visit.uncensoredlibrary.com server address. Inside you will find books with censorship content from five countries: Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Mexico, Russia and Vietnam, as well as the RSF World Press Freedom Index and reports on current press freedom in 180 countries. Each Minecraft book contains up to 100 pages. While the world of the game is intentionally flea and pixelated, this presents some practical problems to read.
However, this is better than the alternative. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. While it is a matter of undermining authoritarian governments blocking this free information, news reports
(like this one) are bound to provoke attempts to bring the library to Mode. However, if the server is ever hacked, another server with another copy of the library will go online, making these attempts futile. There are Another potential problem: Citizens can be identified by their username in Minecraft, and
their activity logs will prove that they have visited the library. It is doubtful, of course, that Microsoft's parent company is willing to pass on this information, but it is still something to consider. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io Seth Amery Updated September 22, 2017 For the most part, any object blocking your path in Minecraft is easily destroyed by tunneling right through it; Sometimes, however, you will need other maneuvers
to avoid danger. Jumping is one of your most useful acrobatic skills as it will help you explore, evade chasing monsters and climbing stairs faster. Depending on whether you're playing on your PC or home console, the button you have to press will change. Jumping MechanicsY can only jump one height
block, meaning that you can jump up to one block near you, but not stack up two blocks. You also can't jump over the fence; even if these decorative parts look like they are one block high, they are actually a little taller than that. Fortunately, most monsters also can't jump over fences either, giving them
some worth as protection. Finally, you can also jump while climbing stairs to reach the top faster. Minecraft PC ControlsBy by default by clicking on spacebar makes your character jump into the air. To change the jump controls, click the Esc button to open the main menu, then click The Options button and
then Controls. Here you can change most of the game's controls, including the jump key. Click on the word Cosmos next to the Jump option to indicate that you want to change that key. Click any key that you would prefer to use instead, which immediately sets this key as new. Click Made when you're
done changing the settings. You can't restore the default keys right away; you will need to manually change each key back to the original display. Go console ControlsXbox 360 and one player jump with button A, while PlayStation 3 and 4 players use the X button. On all four of these versions of the
console, pause the game and choose options to change the layout. Return to the game to automatically save your changes. 1 of the 25 astronaut engineers Play NowSpace Engineers takes the main gameplay of Minecraft, voxel-based mining and construction, and expands it into space. In this game you
can create your own bases and spaceships from refined materials and travel through the solar system. Systems at work in space engineers are a little more complicated and it's which can soak up hundreds of hours until you just get the basics of mining and building down. If you've ever thought Minecraft
wasn't a big picture enough, then set your sights on the stars with this game. 2 of Terraria Play NowTurn Minecraft's 2D side scroll and you you Terraria. This very successful title has been released on almost every platform available since its initial launch in 2011. In many ways, Terraria reflects the
aspects that make Minecraft so appealing while maintaining its character and charm. The goals here are almost the same. Explore a huge, randomly created world, build a base, extract materials and fight enemies. There's more focus on fighting in Terraria and you'll be confronted by bosses and recruit
NPCs that can help further your abilities, which may be appealing to those who think Minecraft may be too aimless and lonely. 3 of the 25 Starbound Play NowJust, like Terraria is a bit like Minecraft's 2D, Starbound, as if you've changed Terraria to a sci-fi setting. The big difference here is that you're not
too attached to one place. Instead of building a permanent base, you have a spaceship that you can use to travel between planets and explore space. Your class of players is determined by what elements your character has equipped, and as such, your role and abilities are a little tougher than the free
equipment system in Minecraft. Starbound also has a procedurally generated world, so there are no two passing the same. 4 of the 25 Dragon quest Builders 2 Play NowDragon quest Builders 2 goes beyond the original, adding new features, a whole new story, and a center in the form of Awakening
Island. This game is based on history, while at the same time allowing you the freedom to explore and create. There are a ton of NPCs in this game that can help you build and that all have their own stories and problems that you have to solve if you want to save the world. Square Enix came out of left
field with this series, and Dragon's quest Builders 2 shows that the success of the first game is no fluke. 5 out of 25 Astroneer Play NowSpace is dangerous, and few games illustrate that more than Astroneer. In this title, you have to mine for your life as you try to build a sustainable base of operations.
Oxygen, energy and resources should all be carefully managed as you continue to pierce further into the unknown. The building is streamlined, and your vehicles and buildings are 3D printed, so you can feel a little smothered creatively. However, with so much to explore, including other planets, once you
ship your first rocket, you will probably appreciate the simplicity of the construction system. 6 of the 25 Stardew Valley Play NowStardew Valley is a game that allows you to do a little bit of everything. The main goal is to fix the farm, which was lit by your grandfather, but this is only the tip of the iceberg.
Your character can mine, fish, cook, craft, get married and more. There's also more intrigue in the stardew valley world than you think at first glance, and solving all the mysteries requires hard work and dedication. The game even has Now, so you can farm with friends. 7 of No Man's Sky Play Now's
25Thbreaking rough launch, persistent updates by developer Hello Games have turned No Man's Sky into one of the premier premieres games of this generation. There is (literally) no end to the number of star systems to explore, and you can build bases, have your own cargo ship, and solve galaxies
covering the mystery. There's so much pre-case in No Man's Sky, and it's got even more with the recent Beyond update, which has added a full multiplayer game so you and your friends can travel through the stars. 8 out of 25 Roblox Play NowRoblox has less game and more platform to create the game.
Thus, there are thousands of players created by games that offer tons of different experiences. Since it's a free platform, it's attracted a ton of great creators, and there's a little something for everyone in the Roblox catalog. Roblox is an excellent platform to find some entertaining experiences and is a
great starting point for those who want to take the building outside of the game and get started in the world of game development. 9 of 25 Ark: Survival Developed Play NowWhat if Minecraft were dinosaurs and everyone (and everyone) wanted to kill you? Ark: Survival Evolved answers this question with
a punishing multiplayer game that strands players on an island full of prehistoric animals with no resources other than their mind to survive. Basic construction, crafting and resource management is intense in the Ark, and it is often a frenzied race for new players to get defensive items and shelter before
they are taken off the animals or other players. The action is more intense here than in Minecraft, but it still captures the buildings and exploration elements people love. 10 of the 25 Don't Starve Play NowMany Minecraft player knows the fear of huddling in a hastily built shelter in the side of the mountain
while skeletons and spiders skitter around the outside. Don't starve like a whole game developed by this experience. The act of getting food and shelter is a constant struggle in this game, and the fear of darkness plays a central role as the biggest danger to the surface when the sun sets. Death is a
constant companion in Don't Starve, and it's not if you survive, but how long you'll live that matters. 11 of the 25 CubeWorld Play NowThis voxel-based RPGs are all about exploration, and it's happening in a massive procedurally generated world. You can choose from four different classes: Warrior,
Ranger, Rogue, or Magician to jump in and start making a fantastic world yours. You can create weapons and other gear, take on quests, help the inhabitants of the world, and fight massive scads of bloodthirsty monsters. Earn gold, collect magical artifacts and even discover magical items that will help
you along the way. There's a lot going on at CubeWorld, which makes it a very close Minecraft analogue. Twelve of the 25 Lego Worlds Play NowLegos themselves are made of brick, and as such, the entire Lego worlds are made of Lego bricks. This means that you can pick them up, frame them, break
structures, and manipulate them according to your opinion. Think of Lego Worlds as one Lego toy box because that's exactly what it is. A drop in the pre-structure of the structure create your own, and let your imagination go wild. So you don't have to worry about accidentally stepping on a few bricks left
scattered across the floor. Double oy. 13 of The 25 Fortnite: Save the World Play NowYou've undoubtedly heard of Fortnite by now, but you may not have tried the game mode that started it all. Free Game Save the World mode is not a battle royale game at all, but a fun sandbox mode that is all about
creating everything your heart desires. Caviar weapons where you want them, collect Loot Llamas, and build incredible structures to share with your friends. The sky is the limit, and by playing you will surely get a valuable Fortnite experience, too. 14 of trove Play NowTrove's 25 is an MMO action where
you have to fight the forces of shadow in many areas replete with dungeons and elements created by the players themselves. Choose from several classes, including Ice Sage, Dracolite, Knight, and more as you learn new abilities and gain more power. Travel through various completely destructible
worlds, ride dragons and conquer dragons solo or with friends. yes, there are a lot of things to collect, too. Create your home, collect materials, and become more powerful the more you play and eventually make the gaming world feel more like yours. 15 of the 25 Rust Play NowYour's main goal in Rust is
to make sure you survive, which is basically your goal in Minecraft. It's just a lot more harsh atmosphere in Rust, where you have to fight hunger, thirst, and even cold as you struggle with the elements. Other players have to get you too and you can even kill them to eat their meat, oddly enough. Or, and
listen to us on this issue, you can form alliances with them as well as make a city. Either way, it's a more grown-up version of the basic components of Minecraft survival, even if it's grittier than this game can ever hope to be. 16 of 25 Craft the World Play NowAnother expansive sandbox strategy game,
Craft the World takes elements of games such as Terraria and Dwarf Fortress to create a unique twist in the creative survival game. This time, you explore another randomly generated world with a tribe of dwarves on your back and call to dig, attack enemies, and erect structures. Each level of ground in
the game has new places to explore, and you'll have to keep your mind about you as you collect materials for crafts, keep your dwarves dressed and fed, and primed to create buildings and battles. It's really different from the other games in the bunch and it may take some getting used to, but it's well
worth getting acclimatized to the challenge alone. 17 of the 25 Junk Jack Play NowThis adorable sandbox game consists of tiny pixel characters along with their colorful world. Travel through 12 different procedurally generated planets replete with many environments to explore how you tame and hang
out with creatures, build a house, and collect necessary for everyday life. You can work together together Grow exotic plants, grow flowers and other crops, and even collect items to display in your home. There's even a fun electronics system involved that lets you make your own fun fixture, just like
Minecraft's Redstone offerings. There's a ton to do here and it should please, especially if you like pixel art. 18 of the 25 Eco Play NowEco is all about creating a simulated ecosystem teeming with plants and animals around the world. You need to build, collect resources, and harvest crops you plant all
the time ticks before a meteor strike that will engulf the world on fire and destroy all your handmade. You have to create a civilization before it happens as you build buildings, monitor cities, hunt animals, collect materials, create clothes, and even work to research new technologies to improve the lives of
your citizens. Think you can get a job? The only way to find out is to play. 19 out of 25 Unturned Play NowOn first glance, Unturned looks like another friendly take on Minecraft, but play for a while and you'll realize how sinister things really are. You play a survivor in some rough, zombie-infested ruins
after society has long been destroyed, basically. You and several other survivors have to work together to try to recover, all the while trying to eliminate the zombies and keep them away. They won't make survival easy for you either. You have to collect fruits and vegetables, hunt animals, fish to produce
food, usually crops, and set up shelters, so you have somewhere to go when the weather gets nasty. Do it all while the zombies breathe down your neck. It's not so calm right now, is it? 20 of the 25 Terasology Play NowMinecraft is not based on voxels, but don't take these amazing little things out. This is
what Terasology uses as it was actually born out of Minecraft-esque demo technology. This is a hackable, modular game with tons of blocks to build with creatures to explore, and survival as one of your most important goals. This wide open area is replete with fun areas to check out with friends or solos,
and it's getting bigger every day as developers continue to work on it. 21 of the 25 Block Story Play NowBlock Story transports you to a wide open world where you have ultimate control over everything that happens around you. Decide where to go, what to build, use the power of other creatures, and
cobble together structures from various 3D blocks as you work to carve a house in this colorful adventure. With 29 ride creatures, sandbox intelligence, RPG elements, and plenty of options for players to build with, this is an extensive, expansive game that has something for everyone. 22 of the 25
StarMade Play NowIf you love sandbox play on Earth, just think about how much fun it is in space. Starmade lets you create your own With other spaceship owners as you work together to dominate the various galaxies in partnership. You can also choose to just collect resources from across the galaxy
to become one of the most powerful individuals out there. Over there. Really up to you what you do, but you have to protect yourself, collect resources, and build your own customizable ships, and trade with others to make a living. With quadrillion galaxies and a procedurally generated infinite universe,
you'll never work out real estate to explore. 23 of the 25 InfiniMiner Play NowInfiniminer has a lot in common with Minecraft in terms of aesthetics, but its main components are slightly different. This first-person adventure is all about competitive mining and takes place in a procedurally generated world of
blocks that you can build with and explore. It's a pretty old game, but it's still a very addictive game if you're into games like Minecraft, as it offers many of the same thrills, with cute graphics and plenty to do and see. 24 of the 25 The Forest Play NowOne the moment you are on the plane, and the next
time you are a lone survivor said plane crash. You are all alone on a strange island covered with forests, as far as the eye can see. What's your goal? Stay alive by avoiding a society of cannibalistic enemies who want nothing more than to have you for dinner. Like Minecraft, you will be forced to build your
own home, protect yourself from enemies, collect supplies, and eke out some semblance of life as you escape the forest dwellers in anticipation of salvation. 25 of the 25 Blockstorm Play NowBlockstorm may not be a survival game, but it is set in a similar Minecraft universe, in that everything is created



from blocks you can destroy. Everything in the game that you see can be destroyed in the blink of an eye, and that's part of what makes it so much fun. The voxel-based game editor lets you fully customize the game and share it with others, and you can edit every aspect of your character. Then destroy it
all and start over if you like! It's all about showcasing what you came up with instead of staying alive, but sometimes that's what you need to flex your creative muscles. Muscles. minecraft cracked parkour servers 1.15.2. minecraft cracked parkour servers 1.16. minecraft cracked parkour servers 1.14.4.
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